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Mobile Analytics Software
Category
Mobile analytics software supports analysis of web and mobile
applications, and can correlate information across different platforms
and apps. Mobile web analytics solutions provide insights into how
website visitors utilizing apps via tablets or smartphones experience
the application in their device’s browser. Application analytics for
native smartphone apps enables developers to measure user
interaction with the application and use this information to direct
development.
Key metrics for mobile app analytics are retention/app use over time
and number of downloads. For directly monetizing apps, mobile
analytics can include hard ROI. Many tools in this group have a
freemium model or free version, offering basic metrics free of cost to
users.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Mobile Analytics Software based on
the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT AMPLITUDE

Analysis with Amplitude is so fast. We run a report, have the answer,
and can run an immediate follow-up report.
DANIEL WOLCHONOK
HEAD OF PRODUCT ANALYTICS, HUBSPOT

Amplitude provides product
analytics that helps companies
build better products. Launched in
2014, and backed by IVP, Battery
Ventures and Benchmark Capital,
Amplitude is the analytics solution
of choice for product-led
companies who want to

Compared to traditional analytics, Amplitude takes a unique, user-centric
approach. We can finally see all the steps of a customer’s journey, and look for
factors that drive long-term retention.
LAURIE DEWAN
VP OF MONETIZATION, RDIO

understand user behavior, ship
great features faster and drive
strong business outcomes.
Amplitude customers include
Microsoft, PayPal, Under Armour,
Hubspot, Autodesk, Booking.com,
and Twitter.

The most important value that Amplitude provides for me as a product leader
is speed of execution. We were able to 11x the number of tests run in a
quarter. The fact that we drive value for our customers and PayPal faster is
invaluable.
KASH BAGHAEI
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT, PAYPAL

We chose Amplitude for our behavioral analytics platform to help the company make more
data-driven decisions. It was super easy to implement, and we had it up and running within my
first month of joining the team. Very quickly it became a part of the product development
conversation.
RYAN PRUST
SENIOR PM, DAVE
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ABOUT APP ANNIE

App Annie is the largest app

With a variety of views, we can quickly and easily understand what's happening with
our products from a download or revenue perspective, which gives us the feedback we
need to help evaluate the success of a product or marketing campaign.
BECKY ANN HUGHES
VP OF MARKETING AND PRODUCT MANAGEMENT, PLAYFIRST

intelligence platform, delivering
powerful market data and insights
to succeed in the app economy.
Over 500,000 mobile app
professionals rely on App Annie to
better understand the app market,
their app business and the

App Annie is integral to maintaining Trainline’s leading position within the travel app
category. We used app usage trends from App Annie’s data as a key indicator of those
customers that will eventually transact with us, driving our growth.
DAVE SLOCOMBE
PRODUCT DIRECTOR, TRAINLINE

opportunities around them. The
company is headquartered in San
Francisco with 400+ employees
across 15 global offices. App Annie
has raised $94 million in funding
from investors such as e.Ventures,
Greycroft Partners, IDG Capital
Partners, Institutional Venture

Our team uses App Annie to understand the marketplace for each of those
apps, who the competitors were, and what we need to do in terms of
download volume to get anywhere near our top competitors.
MATT ONG
PRODUCT MANAGER, NERDWALLET

Partners and Sequoia Capital.

App Annie’s data helps inform our mobile user acquisition strategies and
keeps us up to date on the movement of our key competitors in the travel
industry.
PAUL RATTIN
DIRECTOR, MOBILE MARKETING, ORBITZ

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT APPSFLYER

AppsFlyer has emerged as the

AppsFlyer is a trusted partner with a rockstar team. Their anti-fraud, cohort
reporting, attribution and analytics solutions keep our growth campaigns
running smoothly.
JEET NIYOGI
MARKETING DIRECTOR, WSOP MOBILE/SOCIAL GAME, PLAYTIKA

mobile measurement industry
standard because it empowers
advertisers with unbiased and
transparent attribution analytics.
Most importantly, they value the
integrity of maintaining their
clients’ data private and secure,
which has earned the trust of more

AppsFlyer’s mobile attribution and marketing analytics provided unmatched
insights into mobile’s role in our customer journey, dramatically improving
our bottom-line performance.
LIJO ISAC
VP, GROWTH MARKETING, PRACTO

than 3,500 network and analytics
partners who have integrated with
them. Rest assured, they will never
sell data to any third-party
platforms. This vision has attracted
the best and brightest to
AppsFlyer. The product’s growth is
spurred by the dynamic

AppsFlyer has been a great enabler for measurement & analysis of our digital
campaigns. It has powered critical insights on channel & publisher performance
which have helped us deliver outstanding business results on app adoption and
retention.
NITIN AGARWAL
VICE PRESIDENT MARKETING, HOTSTAR

team-player environment they
cultivate, which fosters growth and
the never-ending learning process.

After a thorough review, we chose AppsFlyer because of their deep partner integrations around
the world, their neutrality, their dynamic reporting dashboards and their advanced technology.
AppsFlyer’s insights continue to inform and impact our growth strategy and marketing
optimization.
ANNA FAURE
TRAFFIC MANAGER, LA REDOUTE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT FLURRY

Flurry Analytics provides major insights about our games and helps us optimize our game
design. The Reporting API and raw data export features allows us to feed data directly to our
custom dashboards and make even more powerful decisions. It's one of the best analytics
products for independent game developers like us.
RAMIZ SHAIKH
FOUNDER AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, RENDERED IDEAS

Flurry from Yahoo is optimizing the
mobile experience for developers,
marketers and consumers. Flurry’s
market leading analytics product
sees activity from more than
700,000 apps on over 1.8 billion
smartphones and tablets
worldwide, giving the company the

Using Flurry Analytics, we have been able to greatly improve our apps and
in-app purchase rates. We now know what users want in the app and can
provide that with confidence.
PATRICK M. BYRNE
CHAIRMAN & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, OVERSTOCK.COM

deepest understanding of mobile
consumer behavior. Flurry has
turned this knowledge into
accelerated revenue and growth
opportunities for app developers,
and an effective, measurable
advertising channel for marketers

Flurry’s mobile app is a great way to easily monitor my app’s data, but the best part is the
custom notifications. For example, I can schedule an alert for when my app experiences a 10%
decrease in sessions or new users so I’m notified of any anomalies immediately.
DONCHO POPKRASTEV
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, BRINK TECH, LLC

to engage their audiences on
mobile devices.

Using Flurry Ad Analytics, we not only unlocked new paid acquisition channels, but
discovered the power of our owned media, including our website, emails and
Facebook, to drive app installs, significantly lowering the cost of our user acquisition.
DAN BRUINSMA
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF MARKETING, ORBITZ

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT MIXPANEL

It’s all about flexibility for us. We love having the flexibility to provide product
analytics for our customers, and Mixpanel offers an extensible solution that
helps us build our product for the future.
DAN FITEK
SENIOR USER EXPERIENCE DESIGNER, GTXCEL

Mixpanel helps companies build
beloved products with the leading
analytics software for mobile and
web. The only product analytics
company featured in Forbes Cloud
100 and Forrester's Digital
Intelligence Wave, Mixpanel
provides the insights teams need

I definitely see the benefit in using Mixpanel for more projects and campaigns,
like sending push notifications since our data is right in there. We believe
Mixpanel can help us improve even more of our KPIs.
PASCAL BLANDO
TEAM LEAD MOBILE MARKETING & PRODUCT OWNER APP, PIXUM

to understand their customers and
make smarter decisions. Backed by
Andreessen Horowitz and Sequoia
Capital, Mixpanel has almost
20,000 customers worldwide and
14% of the Fortune 500.

On top of the power of real-time messaging, Mixpanel gave us the ability to target specific users
groups based on activity patterns, behavioral data, and more. This helped us increase open
rates by 16% and allowed us to retain between 10–14% of targeted inactive users per message.
AHSAN ALI
ANALYTICS EXPERT, INTIGRAL

The reason why we moved to Mixpanel was two-fold. One was pricing. Mixpanel’s
pricing based on monthly tracked users aligns better with our business. The second
was having a user analytics solution with reliable data that we can trust.
GREG KOKANOSKY
COO AND CO-FOUNDER, TEXTME

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SEGMENT

Instead of updating event tracking separately for destinations like Google Analytics or
Mixpanel, Segment enabled us to do it in one place. This allowed us to really fine-tune
our data definitions and make sure that there was alignment across all teams.
KATE OWENS
SENIOR BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE MANAGER, SPOTHERO

Segment provides the customer
data infrastructure that businesses
use to put their customers first.
With Segment, companies can
collect, unify, and connect their
first-party data to over 200
marketing, analytics, and data

Segment allows us to smoothly handle the disparate datasets we use. With real-time integrated
data flows, we can truly understand what people are doing with our platform. It doesn’t matter
where you look at the data; with Segment, it’s always consistent.
NIC SAURIOL
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LEADER, IBM BELGIUM

warehousing tools. Today,
thousands of companies across 71
countries use Segment, from
fast-growing businesses such as
Atlassian, Bonobos, and Instacart
to some of the world’s largest
organizations like Levi’s, Intuit, and
Time. Segment enables these

Segment helps us track user activity in our website and application and easily
manage where we route that data. With just one API call our data is clean,
reliable and available where we need it.
SASCHA KONIETZKE
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO, CONTENTFUL

companies to achieve a common
understanding of their users and
make customer-centric decisions.

Segment made it easy for us to track and analyze events our users didn’t directly trigger, like
GPS location changes—something most analytics providers don’t do well. Based on this
information, we were able to cycle through rapid improvements that upped user retention and
limited battery use for our new app. We’re big Segment fans.
MAX FREIERT
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT MANAGEMENT, RUNKEEPER

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT UPLAND LOCALYTICS

Upland Localytics is a leading

Localytics is spectacular at capturing behavioral data because it is lightweight and
easy to code into your app. Sending in-app messaging campaigns that target people
based on their in-app behavior and profile information helps us drive mobile revenue.
MATT RESTIVO
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, NHL

mobile app analytics and
marketing platform. They give
companies the insights and tools
they need to improve their mobile
app acquisition, engagement and
retention efforts. Their secret
sauce is in the data. They use all

Localytics is an invaluable tool for our marketing, engineering, and product teams. We use
Localytics dashboards during our company meetings and we can track product flows and get
to a level of granularity that our previous analytics solution didn’t provide.
BJORN FANT
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING, LIFESUM

the data surrounding your app,
your users, and how they interact
with your brand to deliver highly
targeted and personalized
engagement, including app and
web push, in-app, app inbox and
location-based campaigns. They
then use digital intelligence to

Localytics real-time insights enabled us to make changes quickly and improve
on our KPIs. We’ve been expanding our user base and improving session
length with each new release.
VARUN SRINIVASAN
CO-FOUNDER, SOUNDFOCUS

optimize your ability to deliver
hyper-personalized campaigns that
make your customers love you
more with every experience.

Localytics gives us the ability to address app design and navigation challenges with more than
just intuition. With Localytics, we not only have the tools to track the way our community uses
our app, but we can use that data to make the shooting, editing, and sharing experience even
better.
KEVIN MADSEN
HEAD OF PARTNERSHIPS AND GROWTH, VSCO

TRUSTED BY
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT ADJUST

Adjust is a mobile attribution and

Adjust gives us the tools we need to be even more efficient at media buying,
from their in-depth analytics suite to their transparent campaign
management system.
DENIZ TUNAOGLU
BUSINESS HEAD, AMNET

analytics company that provides
app marketers with a
comprehensive business
intelligence platform. Adjust
combines attribution for
advertising sources with advanced
analytics and stores statistics such

Adjust has given us the tools we need to tie our desktop and mobile data together, giving us a
more complete picture of user journeys across platforms. This has allowed us to make more
informed marketing decisions and ultimately drive higher return on ad spend.
KAMAL TAYLOR
HEAD OF CONSUMER ONLINE MARKETING, YELP

as rankings, ratings and reviews.
Working with Adjust seemed like the most rational decision. Adjust stands for quality, which is
highly important when you think about the most valuable assets they bring to our company data. Adjust has quickly become a pillar in our decision-making process.
ADAM JAFFE
CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER, ABA ENGLISH

The ability to quickly create cohorts of users and pull them out of Adjust to
send them to Facebook for example has been instrumental in re-engaging our
users in real time.
ALEX POTICHNYJ
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING, CHECKOUT 51
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ABOUT BRANCH

It’s important that our data is accurate and actionable. Branch is an ideal partner for us
because they’re always a step ahead. Whether that’s reviewing our web-to-app strategy, rolling
out new paid channels, or just being responsive when we need them, Branch has the knowledge
and the technology to back it up.
DAN LAUFER
DIRECTOR OF GROWTH & PARTNERSHIPS, NEXTDOOR

Branch provides solutions that
unify user experience and
measurement across different
devices, platforms, and channels.
The introduction of mobile has
divided today’s businesses, causing
inaccurate attribution and links
that don’t work, leading to wasted

Branch is critical to our mobile web strategy, and I think we’re still scratching the surface! The
marketing team can independently run campaigns on the mobile website without hassling the
developers. We now not only acquire new users, but also re-engage existing users in a
meaningful way.
PRASHANT MAHAJAN
PRODUCT MARKETING MANAGER, TOKOPEDIA

marketing spend and broken
customer journeys. Branch fixes
that by providing a holistic view of
all user touch points and ensuring
that links take the user to the right
place in the most frictionless way.

Branch has helped us dramatically improve activation and engagement
of first-time Spark users.
MICHAEL CAO
SENIOR GROWTH MARKETING MANAGER, ADOBE SPARK

Branch is the best deferred deep linking solution in the mobile app industry.
Every developer who cares about a smooth user experience from install to
in-app activity must use them.
IGOR PUGACH
MOBILE PRODUCT MANAGER, WHEELY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT FACEBOOK ANALYTICS

Facebook Analytics is a powerful,
free product and behavioral

For me, Facebook Analytics' killer feature is that it associates visits to people
and not cookies. This gives me more accurate results and I trust Facebook
Analytics more because of it.
JUAN PABLO ROJAS
HEAD OF GROWTH, PLATZI

analytics tool that helps you
understand your audience & grow
your business. Facebook Analytics
works with Facebook Pixel, SDK for
iOS and Android, Pages,
Messenger and more, so your
business can get started quickly.

The power and flexibility of Facebook Analytics has made a profound impact
on our team. The accurate and detailed data provided by Facebook Analytics
is an important basis for many of our product decisions.
CHEN JI
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, UFOTO

Facebook Analytics helped us to better understand our user behavior and the
affect of our actions over the whole funnel. With the 'easy-to-understand
reports' available for the team, we make faster and more accurate decisions.
BRUNA AMAYA
HEAD OF MARKETING, HOTEL URBANO

The Automated Insights feature within Facebook Analytics made it easy for us to understand
who our most engaged audiences are and how they're interacting with the Lilly Pulitzer website,
allowing us to build successful campaigns. It's now part of our always-on, evergreen strategy.
LEYLA FOSCHI
SENIOR SOCIAL ACCOUNT MANAGER, PMG

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT FIREBASE

Firebase is an application platform

Quick and reliable login is crucial to our onboarding process. Firebase Auth
allowed us to easily authenticate on multiple platforms, and its extensive
feature set gives us room to grow.
SAEED DARVISH-KAZEM
CO-FOUNDER, RAVE

that lets developers build apps fast
without the hassle of managing
servers. The Firebase cloud service
is especially suited to power
real-time, collaborative
applications.

We were unable to find any effective solution for notifications until we found
FCM. FCM is the best solution because of its rich features, stable performance,
and easy deployment.
ZOU YU
DIRECTOR, ALIBABA.COM

Firebase has so much functionality in one powerful toolset. It’s easy code to
integrate, and we’re confident it’s being continually updated across iOS and
Android. That’s a huge win.
TEJAS MISTRY
PRODUCT MANAGER, NPR ONE

The App Invites integration process was seamless. A bonus feature is the
excellent tracking tie in with Google Analytics.
MELISSA GUYRE
PRODUCT MANAGER, YUMMLY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT HEADSPIN

HeadSpin enabled BYJU’s to turn Remote Unity Automation testing into reality. They were able to test mobile
app performance for various locations seamlessly on a remote network, through the network of devices that
HeadSpin provided. This saved BYJU's time and effort to release a better quality, higher performing product.
Time to market improved by 15X — going from 5 weeks to only a few days.
MOHAMMED IRFAN
LEAD QUALITY ENGINEER, BYJU'S

HeadSpin is the world’s first
Connected Intelligence Platform™
that provides Web, Mobile, IoT, and
5G solutions to unify testing,
monitoring, and analytics across
applications, devices, and
networks. HeadSpin empowers

HeadSpin's data-driven platform is able to proactively uncover hidden insights
through learning. This helps us fix our performance issues before launch and
have something reliable and repeatable to test or measure.
BRYAN LI
DIRECTOR, ENGINEERING, TINDER

development, QA, operations, and
product teams to optimize
connected experiences and ensure
digital business success. Learn
more at www.headspin.io

HeadSpin lets us proactively monitor and identify potential issues before the
customer even starts to notice things like lag, downtime or degradation in our
services. That helps us be better prepared.
MAYURKUMAR PATEL
DIRECTOR OF QUALITY ASSURANCE, 8X8, INC

HeadSpin is a very simple way for you to get extremely sophisticated insights
and recommendations on how to improve the performance and reliability of
an app.
GARETH OUELLETTE
SENIOR DIRECTOR, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, AKAMAI

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT HEAP

Our digital product and design teams use Heap to explore customer behavior trends. Our data
team uses their automatic ETL to push our clickstream events in our warehouse without any
engineering work. Heap helps pretty much everyone here to make better decisions, faster.
MICHAEL KAMINSKY
DIRECTOR OF ANALYTICS, HARRY'S

Heap is a modern approach to web
and iOS analytics. Heap
automatically captures every user
action in your app and lets you
measure it all - clicks, taps, swipes,
form submissions, page views, and
more. Track events and segment

We have been able to save hours and weeks of effort by using Heap instead of
designing multiple ETL jobs to combine data from different tools. Everything
just works out of the box.
ABHISHEK RATNA
SR. MARKETING MANAGER, MICROSOFT CORPORATION

users instantly. No pushing code.
No waiting for data to trickle in.

Heap has empowered us to make decisions based on data. We have such granular
info about our users that we never had before. We are able to just do so much more
and provide really strong recommendations with high confidence.
WALTER EUYANG
ECOMMERCE AND MARKETING ANALYST, SUR LA TABLE

Heap allows us to push code seamlessly without stressing about it from
an analytics perspective.
RYAN STUCZYNSKI
GROWTH LEAD, THE SKIMM

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SINGULAR

We were not able to get ROI at a very granular level before we started working with
Singular. Now, thanks to Singular, our front-end data gets automatically joined with
our backend data, exposing ROI on a publisher, creative, campaign and partner level.
NEBOJSA RADOVIC
DIRECTOR OF USER ACQUISITION, N3TWORK

Singular is a marketing intelligence
platform that unifies marketing
analytics, giving marketers
actionable insights from previously
siloed data. By connecting upper
funnel marketing data with
lower-funnel attribution data,

Singular powered our team to uncover accurate, granular and timely performance insights and
was key to growing installs by 98% in the past year. We established a single source of truth for
marketing performance, and were able to automate tedious reporting tasks and refocus our
energies into making smarter media buying decisions.
GABI CASTELLAN
HEAD OF USER ACQUISITION, ILYON

marketers can measure ROI from
every touchpoint across multiple
channels and optimize spend
down to the most granular levels.
Singular currently tracks over $10
billion in digital marketing spend to
revenue and lifetime value across
industries including commerce,

With new and dominant games emerging on a monthly, sometimes weekly basis, and new
creatives added every day, Singular is our one-stop-shop for harnessing our growing amount of
data. Singular helped us extract the data as accurately and as quickly as possible, and with the
granularity needed to significantly scale our mobile games.
NIMROD KLINGER
UA & MARKETING TEAM LEAD, CRAZYLABS

travel, gaming, entertainment,
media, and on-demand services.

Singular helps us unify and attribute our data, analyze our ROI and
enables us to focus on our core mission.
RAN MAKAVY
VP OF GROWTH, LYFT

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT AT INTERNET

By using AT Internet’s Web Analytics to understand email and visitor behavior,
we were able to increase click-through rates by 200% and our bounce rate
decreased by 18%.
DARA BRADY
HEAD OF ADVERTISING, RYANAIR

AT Internet helps companies
measure their audience and
optimize their digital performance
across all marketing channels.
From data collection to
exploration, activation and the
sharing of insights, AT Internet’s
Analytics Suite 2 provides fully

The constant and continual evolution of our websites and applications means
that new analytics needs arise on a regular basis, which we are able to
respond to quickly thanks to the flexibility of the AT Internet tools.
BRUNO GUILBOT
DATA AND BEHAVIOURAL MARKETING MANAGER, SOLOCAL GROUP

reliable data for optimal
decision-making company wide.
Perfectly adapted to e-commerce,
media, finance/banking, and
corporate websites and mobile
apps, the Analytics Suite is
easy-to-use for all individuals

One of the strengths of BuzzWatcher is that it offers three different levels of
analysis an overview, a focus on the brand, and an evaluation of customer
engagement.
KARINE PRIVAT DE FORTUNIÉ
SEO/SMO MANAGER, NEXITY

within a company, whether they’re
business users, analysts or data
scientists. The quality of AT
Internet’s solution and service has
recently been recognized by
leading independent industry
studies.

With BuzzWatcher we now have a professional monitoring tool which
allows us to get consolidated data for all channel types.
HUBERT BROSSEAU
WEB ANALYTICS AND SOCIAL MEDIA MONITORING MANAGER, REED EXHIBITIONS
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ABOUT KUMULOS

Kumulos Mobile App Performance

Kumulos and their exceptional support team went far beyond my expectations
in helping me integrate their service into my app. Truly world class service with
a smile.
TRAVIS KRIEL
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, SKETCH ADVERTISING

Management platform comes with
a comprehensive range of services
covering the entire life cycle of the
app. Its 5 integrated services
include app store optimization,
analytics & reporting, backend
hosting, crash reporting & API

Kumulos has given me an avenue to generate consistent revenue and
scale my mobile app development business.
NICK JONES
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, NS804

endpoint monitoring and its award
winning push notifications and
in-app messaging service, which
received awards from Business of
Apps, Mobile App Daily and The
Tool. It provides a management
console that delivers
comprehensive visibility on how

Kumulos is exactly what our development process was waiting for, one service
to rule them all! With Kumulos we can finally provide our customers with a
complete solution for the whole life-cycle of their apps.
LUDOVICO GIAMMARINO
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, BEEAPP SRL

the app is performing technically
and commercially. It’s easy to
setup and there’s no SDK required.

Kumulos has given me, a small indie developer, all the power of a great cloud
database where I was able to develop all the social functionality required for
my app – and all in a really simple way.
FRANCESCO CHESSARI
STAMPARTFEVER
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ABOUT SOOMLA

Better analytics for your ads translates into better monetization. The
results speak for themselves. I'm super happy with SOOMLA.
ALEXANDER LEBEDEV
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, APPLIFE

SOOMLA aims to give mobile app
publishers insights into the
revenue they are making from
advertising. They specifically help
track revenue per user, per
segment, per cohort and per traffic
source. With the help of this data,

SOOMLA allows us to be data driven in areas where we previously couldn’t. I
believe the Traceback platform is highly beneficial for app publishers who
monetize with ads.
JENS ABKE
CO-FOUNDER, LOTUM

they want to help facilitate better
monetization and marketing
decisions for their clients. More
often than not, publishers are
leaving money on the table. It's
time to take control.

SOOMLA is a great provider to work with: reliable, fast responses and they
always care about your success. Highly recommended for anyone who needs
to measure ad LTV.
MIKE LEHNE
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, CONCRETE SOFTWARE

We needed a reliable ad revenue attribution partner as a large portion of our
revenue is generated by ads and we are a data driven company. SOOMLA is
the market leader so choosing them was a no brainer.
IRINA MOROZOVA
USER ACQUISITION LEAD, HUTCH GAMES
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ABOUT SMARTLOOK

Smartlook is a qualitative analytics
solution for websites and mobile

Thanks to Smartlook we also know what confuses users and where to improve
our UX and our documentation. Both help our clients to become autonomous
and Livestorm to be self-service.
ELIF KORAL
CUSTOMER SUCCESS MANAGER, LIVESTORM

apps with always-on visitor
recordings, automatic event
tracking, conversion funnels,
cohorts and heatmaps for
websites. Not just numbers and
graphs, Smartlook will help you
truly understand your users'
actions.

When I think about how much of developers’ time I am saving with Smartlook,
I am easily around 300-400% ROI. And that’s just for the devs. Once your
support team starts using Smartlook, ROI goes up even more.
PETR BLAHA
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, DISIVO

With the insights from Smartlook we’ve achieved our goal of increasing
visibility of our e-shop and customer references. This has helped to increase
the overall business efficiency of our homepage.
PETR PASSINGER
CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER, SEWIO NETWORKS

Smartlook means that we’re not treading in the dark. It’s a source of
hypotheses. And it helps us to save time we’d have to spend on unnecessary
experiments based just on our gut.
RADEK NOVÁK
FOUNDER, ELITEDATE
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ABOUT TENJIN

Tenjin is a comprehensive growth

We worked with other vendors in the past, but we chose Tenjin because they are more flexible with their plug
and play solution. It’s the first platform where we can easily follow the ROI of different campaigns and the
first that let us create custom events to target high-value users. Tenjin has given us the insights and
confidence to scale our user acquisition campaigns and grow our business.
KEVIN YOON
CTO & CO-FOUNDER, FRENZOO

infrastructure for mobile app
marketers. Their platform
consolidates and normalizes
user-level marketing data from
more than 300 industry-leading ad
networks and acquisition sources.
By unifying spend, revenue, and

Our profitability as a company has increased quarterly in 2020. We attribute
that mainly to the bidding automation we've implemented on top of Tenjin's
data.
CHRISTIAN CALDERON
CO-FOUNDER & CEO, GAMEJAM

performance data into a single
centralized environment, Tenjin
saves marketers time and
resources while providing a
rigorously maintained foundation
for building unprecedentedly
powerful business intelligence
solutions.

Tenjin easily plugs into our internal analytics platform and offers a holistic LTV of our users,
streamlined onboarding, robust reporting, and flexibility to build upon device level information
via DataVault. I’d highly recommend Tenjin to any company that relies on a data-driven
approach to app marketing and monetization.
BRYAN DAVIES
SVP BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, BIG BLUE BUBBLE

Working with Tenjin has been a great experience, the platform is stable and they have
been very quick and efficient when dealing with support requests. They continue to
make their product even better while remaining innovative and cost effective.
MATT SAUNDERS
DIRECTOR USER ACQUISITION, NATURALMOTION
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ABOUT WOOPRA

Woopra's approach to customer analytics is powerfully unique. Their
end-to-end platform enables immediate insights into the customer journey,
resulting in maximum flexibility to grow touchpoints and increase conversions.
COLIN BEHR
VICE PRESIDENT, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, VUNGLE

Woopra is redefining how
companies understand, analyze,
engage and retain their customers.
By consolidating an organization’s
siloed data within a singular hub Woopra delivers a holistic,
real-time, behavioral view of every

With Woopra, we can see our data at a more granular level, which
ultimately helps us know if we are meeting our KPIs.
LIK FUN CHAN
PRODUCT MANAGER, SERMO

prospect and visitor. Woopra has
acted as the catalyst for thousands
of companies seeking to harness
the power of their customer data helping them to increase
conversions and accelerate
revenue while significantly
improving customer satisfaction.

Woopra is an amazing tool that we use on a daily basis to grow our business. Its simple user
interface gives even unexperienced users the power to analyze and draw conclusions from very
complex data sets. It is a must have tool for any company that wants to quickly gain insights
into their business.
YARON LIPSHITZ
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ALLSEATED

Woopra’s customer intelligence platform is reasonably priced and easy to integrate.
Woopra’s unique ability to segment users in real-time gives our marketing team a
powerful tool to send targeted, customized messages to Mayvenn consumers.
RYAN STEVENS
PRODUCT MANAGER, MAYVENN
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